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A huge thank you to those who helped with
Trunk or Treat! It was a big success!  We had 25
Trunks, 450 Kids, and 1000 people total!

TRUNK OR TREAT
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OUTDOOR WORSHIP

We are thankful to God for the blessing of our
new Pavilion! We had an amazing summer of
Outdoor Worship. We were also able to utilize
the new pavilion for lots of fun events!



A MESSAGE FROM
PASTOR JAMIE

C O V E N A N T  C O M M U N I T Y  C H U R C H

There are no comfortable compromises. People don’t just

relent, give up, a long-standing opinion or belief and then

move on without feeling or reflection. This year, 2023, is a

compromise. To welcome the new year and its new

opportunities we must give up 2022, closing the scene of the

movie which was a whole year of our lives. Great things

happened over the last twelve months. Difficult things also

happened while we casually acknowledged the seasons

change and the months blossom and fold. Giving up 2022

isn’t traumatic. Welcoming 2023, even while the world

celebrates, isn’t triumphant. It just is. So, to me it feels like a

compromise. I’ll allow this reset to the beginning if God

promises to make the next trip around the sun more

enjoyable than difficult. I’ll invite change, even if it’s just in

the number, if that change leads to better and more rather

than other compromises. Time may pass if I get what I want

and don’t have to give up anymore or tolerate things I am

not comfortable with. We all know that isn’t

how it works.

Being human means compromise, at least if we want to live

in community. We must let

2022 end to gain 2023. We could rebel and refuse to chart

the passage of time, but progress would not cease to

unfold. Someone said, tomorrow waits for no one. So, we

begin taking the first steps into the uncertain future

knowing full well that 2023 will ask of us many things. The

consistent truth is that with each year there is more

change. God in his benevolent wisdom sees to it that we

are invited into new and challenging territory as we are

slowly and carefully shaped into the people we are meant

to be. The world pushes and prods. Culture evolves.

Society morphs as the pressures of good and evil fight it

out for another three hundred sixty-four and a half days.

It’s very dramatic when written that way. Really, it’s just

Wednesday, the fourth of January, not much different from

a Wednesday in any other week or any other year.



A Message From 
Pastor Jamie Continued
There is no danger as we walk into the blessing of another year, no eminent threat, no
looming disaster. This isn’t the five o’clock news the evening before the next three inches
of snow will fall or the day before the next election. It’s a church newsletter. Stuff will
happen, sure, that will seem like the further erosion of our beliefs or values. Decisions will
be made that will cause us to reevaluate our long-standing opinions and desires. Leaders
will lead and followers will follow. Protestors will protest and activist will act. All of it will
seem like a threat or a blessing depending on which “side” we’re on. We may even have
moments where our faith is rattled and our confidence in our deepest beliefs and values is
challenged. In those moments we need to remember the end of 2022 and the beginning of
2023. The year changed but this mission didn’t. The number written in the top left corner
of every paycheck increased by one. The calendar industry was allowed to sell more
pictures of landscapes or muscular firefighters. The IRS started counting from zero again
and if we’re fortunate our vacation time reset. It’s still just Wednesday. God’s plan did not
change. Grace was not reassigned or removed. Christ is alive and the Holy Spirit remains
active and interested in seeing the Kingdom grow. Whatever comes we hold onto these
truths without compromise.

Covenant will continue moving toward the mission of inviting people to a relationship with
Jesus and each other. We’ll do that in many ways and amid an ever-changing environment.
We may be asked to modify our traditions, our comforts, or our way of operating, but nothing
will, or ever could, change the promise of God in Jesus Christ. Our denomination may change,
our building might be filled with new and different people (Lord willing), but our mandate to
share the love and compassion of Christ will not. In 2023 we may compromise a great deal, but
it won’t be the gospel. The truth of our salvation remains rooted in the sacrifice of Christ, our
victory over sin and death in his resurrection, our eternity in his promised return. Nothing can
compromise that. Happy New Year everyone! May God continue to bless and sustain.


